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Our method, Using the Language, focuses on understanding each learner’s specific language needs and
goals. We begin with a 30 minute Let's Meet. We encourage learners to express themselves verbally and to
use the language right from the very beginning.
We understand that learners might be nervous or even a little afraid during their first meeting with a native
speaking trainer. We have designed the Let's Meet keeping this in mind. During this time learners can expect
to do the following:


exchange introductions



talk about past learning experiences



determine language goals/priorities



discuss expectations



use the chat room



talk about our gentle approach to error corrections



get to know the ER Signature Report



discuss any questions



trainer's initial evaluation

The Let's Meet is just the beginning of the most personalized, effective learning method available today. Our
method, Using the Language is intense and efficient. After just one meeting, our learners know they have
finally found the method they have been searching for to help them on the pathway to becoming fluent in
English. They gain self confidence, feel comfortable with our professional trainers and look forward to the next
lesson.
Shortly after the Let's Meet, a lesson will be scheduled with the primary trainer. During this lesson, and
depending on the individual's needs, learners can expect to do any of the following:


review their previous ER Signature Report



discuss a current event



exchange opinions about an article



explain a grammar rule



engage in general or spontaneous conversation



practice using idioms or everyday expressions



learn new grammar tips



edit documents



practice role playing or presenting

Our experienced trainers will decide on the best combination of activities for each lesson based on the
learner's personal interests, goals and ability. Learners are always astonished at how at ease they feel right
from the beginning with our method.
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